
PLAtiT SYSTEYS

Et:.EFV."-llCY SERVICE k'AT.""R SYSTEt)

L'tlITJt'l: CCt'OITIOt'OR OPEPATIOll

3.7. l.2 Two inde+cndant emeroency service water system 1co„""s s,'"all
GP~'"..-'".1: E 1'it!1 eac'.1 loop co:;pr',sed oi:

a,
b.

Two GP=;..-"."LE e. ergercy service water pumps, and
An GPE.";ABLE f1 ow pa ih capab 1 e of taki ng s ucti on: rem the spray pond
and trans:erring the water to the associated &afet„; related equip

A: 'ICASILITY: GPE. i',TIOHAL CG!<OITIGtaS 1, 2> 3, 4~ 5 and

ACi~o".

a ~

b.

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3:

1. Vi .h one emergency service water pump inoperable, restore the
incp"rable pump to OPERABLE s'tatus within 7 days or be in a least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in CGLD SHUTDG4'll within
the following 24 hours.

2. > 1th two emergency service water pumps inoperable, resiore a"
least one inoperable purp to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or
be in at least HOT SHUTDO~(N within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHU ~ 00><'N within the following 24 hours.

3. 4ith one emercency service water system loop inoperabla, restore
ihe inoperable 'loop to OPERABLE status with at '.easi one OPERABLE
puimp within 72 hours or be in at least HOT SH".TOO'r."i within the
nex 12 hours and in COLO SHUTGG''N wi bin t e followin, 24 hours.

'with cnly one emeroency. service water pump and its ass"ciat=d flowpath
OPERA , restore at least two pumips and thei r asscciaied f.owpaths
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or:

2.

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4.or 5, declare the assoc'.'at
related equipment inoperable and take tne ACTI"H requ
Spe"ifica ions 3.5.2 and 3.8.1.2.
In Operational Condition ", declare the associaied di
generator(s) inoperable and take iha ACTIGtl e„uired
cation 3.8.1.2. The provisions of Sp c':f':cation -".G.

appl i cab 1 e.

ed sa fe ty
iired bv

esel
by SpecIfi-

i 2 ~ Ivi

5 "RVEILLAt'CE REOUIFEt';Et'TS

-'.. 7. l. 2

a.

The emergency service water silstem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each va'.ve, manual, power
operaied or autcm=-tic, servicirg safety related equipment thai is
n"t locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is in iits correct
pcsition.

At leas" onc per 18 rontt;s during shuidown, by ve1if„'ing that each

pump 5 tar ' automcti cal ly when i ts assoc i ated di 25e I ce"el 2 or't' t5 .

' ken handling irradiated fuel in the secondary con ainmeni.
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Footnote to Specification 3.7.1.2

When any diesel generator is removed from service in order to do work
associated w'th tying in the additional diesel generator and its
associated emergency service water pump is inoperable, Action a.l shall
read 'as follows:

a. 1 Pith one emergency service ~ater pump inoperable, restore the
inoperable pump to OPERABLE status when its associated diesel
generator is restored to OPERABLE status per Specification 3.8.1.1.



3/4. 8 ELECTRICAL.POMER SYSTEt'S

/4. 8. 1 A. C. SOURCES

A.C. SGURCES - OPERATItiG

LIl1ITIllG COtlDITIOl) FOR OPERATIO!(

I

3.8.1.1 As a mir imum, the follcwirg A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

'a ~

b.

Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
networ k and the onsite Class 1E distribution system, and

Four separate and independent diesel generators", each with:

M ~

3.

Separate engine mounted day fuel tanks containing a minimum of
325 gallons of fuel,
A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of
47,570 gallons of fuel, and

A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILI'TY: OPERATIOHAL CONOITIOt(S 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. Mith either one offsite circuit or one diesel genevatoy of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources i..operable, demionstrate the
OPERABILITY of the re...aining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.l.l.l.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for one
diesel generator at a time, within four hours and at least once per
8 hours therafter; restore at least two offsite circuits and four
diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTOOMH within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOKI<
within the following 24 hours.

b; Mith one of site circuit arid one diesel generator of the abcve required
A.C. electrical power sources, inoperable, demonstvat the OPERABILITY
of the remaining A.C. sources by performirg Surveillance Require-
ments 4. 8. 1. l. l.a within one hour and 4. 8. 1. 1. 2. a.4, for one diesel
generator at' time, within three hours.and at least once per 8 hours
thereafter; restore at least one of the inoperable A.C. sources to
OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTOOMH within
the next 12 hours arid in COLO SHUTOOMN within the following 24 hours.
Restore at least. two offsi'te circuits and four diesel generators to
OPERABLE status »ithin 72 hours from time of initial less or be in
at least HOT SHUTDOMH within the next. 12 hours and in COLO SHUTOOW
within the following 24 houvs.

"Shaved with Unit 2.

'SUSCuLHAHi;A - U~~IT ~ 3/4 8"1
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Footnote to S ecification 3.8.1.1
4

Z sc-t R
When any diesel generator is removed from service in order to do work
associated with tying in the additional diesel generator, the ACTIONS
shall read as follows:

a ~ With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C.
sources by performing Surveillance gequirements 4.8.1.1.1.a within
one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, within $4'ours and at least once per 72
hours thereafter; restore at least four diesel generators to OPERABLE
status within 60 days of accumulated utage time for all four diesels
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. The provisions of
Specification 3.0..4 are not applicable.

b. With one offsite circui.t and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1<1.l.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, within 24
hours and at least once per 72 hours thereafter; restore at least two
offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the 'next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours. With the two offsite circuits restored to
OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.

C ~ With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, in addition to ACTION a or b, above, verify
within 2 hours that all required systems, subsystems, trains,
components and devices that depend on the remaining diesel generators
as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE except as noted in
Specification 3.7.1.2; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

d. With two of the above required offsite circuits and one diesel
generator inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of three diesel
generators by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4,
within four hours and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, unless
the diesel generators are already operating; restore the two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours. With the two offsite circuits restored to
OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.

e. With two or more of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.l.a within one hour;
restore at least three of the diesel generators to OPERABLE status
within 2 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. With three
diesel generators restored to OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.



Insert A

Prior to but within 24 hours of removing any diesel generator from service in
order to do work associated with tying in the additional diesel generator,
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 shall be performed on the diesel
generators which are to remain in service.



; ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEI<S

LI l IITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Conti nued
lg ',

, ~ e

ACTIQR (Co "t.i nued)

C.

d.

kIith one diesel generato'r of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, in addition to ACTION a or b, above, verify
within 2 hours that all required systems, subsystems, trains,
components and devices that depend on the remaining diesel generators
as a source of emergency power are also. OPERABLE; otherwise, be in
at least HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 24 hours.

Mith two of the above required offsite circuits inoperable, demonstrate
the OPERABILITY of four diesel generators by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4. 8. 1. 1. 2. a.4, for one diesel generator. at a time, wi ihin
four hours and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, unless .the diesel
generators are already operating; restore at least one of the

inoper-'ble

offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN.within the next 12 hours. With only one offsite
circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore at least two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDO'dN within the following 24 hours.

With two or more of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
d monstrate the'OPERABILITY of the remaining A. C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4. 8. 1. l. l. a within one hour and
4.8. 1.1.2.a:4, for one diesel generator at a time, within 2 hours,
and at leas once per 8 hours:thereafter; restore at least three .of
the diesel generators to OPERABLE status wi thin 2 hours or be in at
'least, HOT SHUTDOMtl within the next,12 hours and in COLD SHUTDO'TRI

within the 'following 24 hours. Restore four diesel generators to
OPERABLE status within 72 h'ours,from time of initial loss or be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTDO>IN

within the following 24 hours.

J +t UEJ j )gy UNIT 3/4 8-2



PLA'lT SYSTEl<S

El"ER'CY ERVICE h~ATER SYSTEtg

L l'l T.H.s CCHOIT Ot( FOR OP~RATION

3. 7.1.2
OPERABLE

a.
b.

A?PE ICAB

ACiloti:

b.

Two irdependent emergency service water system looos shall be
with each loop ccmorised of:

Two 0?ERABLE emeroency service water pumps and
An OPERABLE flow path capable of tal'ing suction f:on the spray pond
and transferring the water to,the associated sarety-related equipment.

ILITY: OPERATIONAL CONOITIOHS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and ~.

.In OPERATIOt/AL 'COHOITIGH 1, 2, or 3:

Pith one emer gency service water pump inoperabl e, r es tore the
inoperable, pump to OPERABLE' atus within 7 days or be in a least
HOT SHUTOO>i'N within the next 12 hours and in COI.O SHUTOO'rlN within
the following 24 hours.

2. Mi h two emergency service water pumcs iroperable, restore at
least one inoperable pump to OPEPABLE status within 72 hours'- or
be in at least HOT SHUTOOMH within the next 12 hours and in COLO

SHUTOOMH wit%i in the following 24 hours.

3. With one emergency service water system loop otherw'.se inooerable,
restore the inoperable looo to OPERABLE status with at least one
OPERABLE pump within 72 'hours or be in at leas HOT SHUTDOWN with',n
tl e next 2 hours and in COLO SHUTOOMN wi.thin the following 24 hour",

In OPERAT'.OHAL CONDITION 4, S or ~:

2.

Mitn one oump in an emergency service water system loop inoperable,
ver'.fy adequate cooling capability re-ains available for the
diesel generators required to be operable by Soecification 3.8.1.2
or declare the affected diesel 'generator(s) inoperable and take
the ACTION required by Specifica.ion 3.8.'.2.
'n'-,th two pumps in an emergency service water system lcop inoperable
or with the loop o~her~ise inoperable declare tne associa ed safe y
related equipment inoperable (except diesel cenerators), and follow
the app1 icab 1 e ACTION statements, Ve) i fy aoequa e coo ) ) ng rema i ns

available for the diesel generators required to be operable by
Specification 3.8.1.2 or declare the affected diesel generator (s}
inoperable and take the.ACTIOH required by Specification 3.8. 1.2.

SLIR'".EILLAt<CE REOUIREtlEt<TS

4. 7. 1, 2 The emergency service water system shall be demonstrated OPERA LE:

a. At least once pe. 31 days by verifying tl at each valve (manual, power

operated, or automatic} servicing safety-relateC equi~.-..ent :hat is
not locked, sealed, cr o:herwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

Mh=-'n handling irradiated fuel in the seconda'ry containment.
1

SUS"UEHAttHA - Ut(IT 2 3t4 7-2.



Footnote to S eci fication 3. 7. 1. 2

When any diesel. generator is removed from service in order to do work
associated with tying in the additional diesel generator and its
associated emergency service water pump is inoperable, Action a.l shall
read as follows:

a.l With one emergency service water pump inoperable, restore the
inoperable pump to OPERABLE status when its associated diesel
generator is restored to OPERABLE status per Specification 3.8.1.1.



'3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
0

3/4. 8.1 A. C. SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES " OPERAl'IHG

LIt1ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE'.

Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system, and

b. Four separate and independent diesel generators", each with:

1. Separate engi'ne mounted day. fuel tanks containing a minimum of
325 gallons of fuel,

2. A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of
47,570 gallons of fuel, and

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIOHAL CONDITIONS 1, 2,. and 3.

ACTIONS

a. With either one offsite circuit or one diesel generator of the above
required A.C; electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.l.l.l.a within 1 hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, or one
diesel generator at a time, within 4 hours and at least once per
8 hours thereafter; restore at least two offsite circuits and four
diesel gen'erators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLO SHUTDOWN

within the following 24 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above required
A. C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY
of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Require-
ments 4.8. l. 1. 1.a within 1 hour and 4.8. 1. 1.2.a.4, for one diesel
generator at a time, within 3 hours and ac least once per 8 hours
thereafter; restore at least one of the inoperable A,C, sources to

'PERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the ne~t 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
Restore at least two offsite circuits and four diesel gen'erators to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in
at least HOT SHUTDOWH within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 24 hours.

~Shared with Unit 1.

SUS(UEHAHNA - UNIT 2 3/4 8-3.



Footnote to S ecification 3.8.1.1

QNJ+aC 4
When any diesel generator is removed from service in order to do work

'ssociatedwith tying in the additional diesel generator, the ACTIONS
shall read as follows: 7l

g gev. 1

a. With one diesel generator of the ab ve required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C.
sources by performing Surveillance equirements 4.8.1.1.1 ~ a within
one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, within hours and at least once per 72
hours thereafter; restore at least four diesel generators to OPERABLE
status within 60 days of accumulated outage time for all four diesels
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. The provisions of
Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, within 24
hours and at least once per 72 hours thereafter; restore at least two
offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least
HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 24 hours. With the two offsite circuits restored to
OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.

C ~ With one diesel generator .of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, in addition to ACTION a or b, above, verify
within 2 hours that all required systems, subsystems, trains,
components and devices that depend on the remaining diesel generators
as a source of emergency power are also OPERABLE except as noted in
Specification 3.7.1.2; otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

d. With two of the above required offsite circuits and one diesel
generator inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of three diesel
generators by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4,
within four hours and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, unless
the diesel generators are already operating; restore the two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
foll'owing 24 hours. W'ith the two offsite circuits restored to
OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.

e. With two or more of the above required diesel generators inoperable,
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of .the remaining A.C. sources by
performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.l.l.l.a within one hour;
restore at least three of the diesel generators to OPERABLE status
within 2 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. With three
,diesel generators restored to OPERABLE status, follow ACTION a.
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Insert A

Prior to but within 24 hours of removing any diesel generator from service in
order to do work associated with tying in the additional diesel generator,
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 shall be performed on the diesel
generators which are to remain in service.

I



ELECTRICAL PGMER SYSTEM

Lif BAITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued)

ACTION (Continued)

c. With one diesel generator of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, in addition to ACTiON a or b, above, verify
within 2 hours that all required systems, subsys+ems, trains,
components and devices that depend on the remaining diesel generators
as a source of emergency power are also OPERABL=; otherwise, be in
at least, HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOMN
within the following 24 hours.

.d. Mith two of the above requi,red offsite circuits inoperable, demonstrate
the OPERABILITY of four diesel generators by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8. 1. 1.2. a.4,'or one diesel generator at a time, within
four hours and at least once per 8 hours thereaf er, unless the diesel
generator are already opera ing; restore at least one of the inoper-
able offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours. Mith only one offsite
circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore at least two offsite
circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial 'loss
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTCOMN within the following 24 hours.

e. Mith two or more of the above required diesel generators
inoperable,.'emonstratethe OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by

performing Surveillance Requirement 4. 8. 1. 1. l. a wi thin one hour and
4.8. 1. 1.2. a.4, for one diesel generator at a time, within 2 hours,
and at least once per 8 hours thereafter; restore at least three of
the diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at
least HOT SHUTOOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOMN

within the following 24 hours. Restore four diesel generators to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in
at least HOT SHUTDOMN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOMN

within the following 24 hours.
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